
ON THE RECORD

“This was the only
time the United States
has beaten Brazil in
anything soccer-
related.”
An observer at this year’s
RoboGames, in San Francisco,
comments on the US triumph in a
football match played by humanoids.

“In the showers
afterward, they pretty
much knew which pill
they had been given.”
Physiologist Anne Friedlander
describes a study in which some
competitive cyclists took sugar pills,
as a control group for high-altitude
cycling studies. The others got Viagra. 

Sources: Wired News, Chicago Tribune

SCORECARD 
Colourful sport
Football uniforms aren’t
just pretty: psychologists

say they help spectators track
more than three players at a time.

Clowns
In vitrofertilization works
better if women are

entertained by trained clowns
after their treatment, according
to an Israeli study.

Future of energy
The International Energy
Agency suggests that the

world’s energy needs will more
than double between 2003 and
2050 — and coal will still be the
top power source.

NUMBER CRUNCH

Twenty-eight years have passed
since the first child was born
through assisted reproduction.
Now, women around the world are
lining up to try for test-tube babies.

3 millionbabies have been
born through assisted reproduction
since 1978.

200,000babies were born
through it in 2002 alone.

3.9%of all Danish babies are
born using assisted reproduction
techniques — the highest
proportion in the world. 

Source: 2002 World Report of the
International Committee for Monitoring
Assisted Reproductive Technologies.SI
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Hungary’s national science academy has been
criticized for discriminating against scientists
living and working abroad. The academy’s
attitude is frustrating not just researchers but
also the Hungarian government, which is try-
ing to reform the country’s research system
and attract more high-profile scientists.
The Hungarian Academy of Sciences (HAS)
in Budapest is Hungary’s largest and best-
funded public research institution. It awards a

title, ‘Doctor of Science’, that is required by 
professors or lecturers at most Hungarian 
universities and academic research institutes.
Applicants need a certain number of scientific
publications, but Naturehas learned that the
academy’s medical division treats non-Hungar-
ian publications as worth only half as much as
those published in Hungary.
“The rules basically exclude foreign
researchers from competition with medical sci-

Hungary’s science academy
slammed as ‘obsolete’

A coalition of scientists aims to
kick-start the stalled search for
a vaccine against the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV).
The researchers will mine the
genomes of HIV-positive
patients from many countries in
the hope of finding ways to help
the immune system fight HIV.
Scientists have been trying to

figure out for years why some
people are less susceptible to
HIV than others. Studies on
specific groups of patients such
as Kenyan prostitutes have
identified a handful of natural

genetic variations that influence
susceptibility to the infection.
Leaders of the coalition now
plan to combine data from many
of these groups, to scan the
whole genome of each patient
instead of particular genes, and
to focus on patients who have
been tracked since the early
days of their infection.
“The past 10 or 15 years of

genetic work on HIV cohorts
has been pretty painful,” says
Amalio Telenti of the University
of Lausanne in Switzerland, an
organizer of the initiative. “This

is a whole new ball game.”
The coalition, called

EuroCHAVI, will include data
from 600 patients in seven
European countries and
Australia, and will be funded by
the Center for HIV/AIDS
Vaccine Immunology (CHAVI),
based at Duke University in
Durham, North Carolina.
CHAVI investigators also plan
to set up study groups in Africa.
The scientists will look for

differences between patients at
hundreds of thousands of
specific locations in the

Hunt for AIDS vaccine tackles genomes

The Hungarian
Academy of
Sciences is accused
of putting scientists
who publish abroad
at a disadvantage. L. 
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